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German-Israeli cooperation in Tel Aviv moves to the next 

phase in 2020 

 

BAUHAUS renovation: Max-Liebling House 

takes on the role of documentation centre 

 
Stuttgart. In Spring, supported in their task by the non-profit Sto 

Foundation, German trainee plasterers and painters joined forces 

with Israeli trade professionals and students to renovate the listed 

facade of the BAUHAUS-style Max-Liebling House in Tel Aviv. On 19 

September 2019 the building will then be officially handed over to 

assume its new role as a German-Israeli documentation, exchange 

and competence centre. 

 

Konrad Richter, Foundation Council Member for Trades at the Sto 

Foundation, was excited about the successful project: "The success-

ful workshop at the Max-Liebling House in Tel Aviv has shown just 

what can be achieved through cross-border cooperation. Working 

together, learning from each other, and organising their spare time 

together – that is our contribution to an open-minded society."  

 

But there is more: A team comprised of two aspiring lecturers and 

three students at the vocational college in Wuppertal are planning to 

revisit Tel Aviv in Spring of next year. In cooperation with three Israeli 

painters, the plan for the next stage envisages renovation of the in-

ternal walls, ceilings, doors and window frames in line with building 

preservation guidelines. 

 

Young craftspeople renovate the old facade 

 

The renovation of the facade was planned as a youth camp that 

brings together young German and Israeli craftspeople. It is part of 

the "Open for Renovation" cooperative initiative that is being coordi-

nated by the Federal Buildings Office (ABB) in Mainz as representa-



 
 

 

 

tive of the German government and the White City office in Tel Aviv. 

The non-profit Sto Foundation financed and organised the German-

Israeli facade renovation workshop. The project is also supported by 

the vocational school in Leonberg, the competence centre for plaster-

ers in Rutesheim and students of the seven vocational colleges in 

Germany.  

 

A deeply symbolic world cultural heritage site 

 

On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the establishment of dip-

lomatic relations between Germany and Israel, which was celebrated 

in 2015, both governments agreed to the complete renovation of the 

Max-Liebling House in accordance with regulations for listed build-

ings. Jeramie Hoffmann, the head of Tel Aviv's office for the preser-

vation of monuments and the architect in charge, summarised the 

purpose of the project: "The renovation of the Max-Liebling House is 

a symbol for the entire White City and its Bauhaus architecture: It 

facilitates greater public awareness of the city's cultural heritage." 

 

The project is significant both from a cultural-historic aspect as well 

as from a structural engineering and intercultural perspective: 100 

years of Bauhaus. The now renovated Max-Liebling House is one of 

approximately 4,000 residential buildings in the "White City" built in 

Tel Aviv after 1933 by Jewish Bauhaus architects from Germany. The 

buildings are a typical example of the "International style” character-

ised by Bauhaus elements and are now part of the UNESCO world 

cultural heritage. Approximately 2,000 buildings are listed.  

 

Additional workshop-related information and photos: www.sto-

stiftung.de. 

Information on Tel Aviv's White City:www.whitecitycenter.org.  
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Photo 01: In cooperation with Israeli trade professionals and students, 

a total of four German applicator teams helped renovate the Max-

Liebling House in Tel Aviv. 

Photos: Yael Schmidt/Sto Foundation 

 

  



 
 

 

 

 
Fig. 02: The Max-Liebling House prior to complete renovation: the 

listed building is a typical example of the "International style" charac-

terised by Bauhaus elements.  

Photo: Yael Schmidt 

  



 
 

 

 

 
Photo 03: Within the scope of a workshop, the facade of the Max-

Liebling House in Tel Aviv was renovated in accordance with building 

preservation guidelines and finished bang on schedule.  

Photos: Yael Schmidt/Sto Foundation 

  



 
 

 

 

 
Photo 04: Each of the three teams of five trainee plasterers from the 

vocational training school in Leonberg worked for one week on the 

facade of the Max-Liebling House: They repaired cracks and applied 

deep solvent primer, adhesive primer and finishing render. 

Photos: Yael Schmidt/Sto Foundation 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Sto Foundation is an incorporated non-profit foundation under civil law based in Essen, 

Germany, and is administrated by the Deutsches Stiftungszentrum GmbH (DSZ). It exclusively 

and directly pursues charitable and non-profit-making purposes in accordance with the section 

on "tax-deductible purposes" of the tax code. The foundation is charitable. The purpose of the 

foundation is the promotion of professional education, including the support of students, science 

and research, the preservation of historical monuments, environmental protection as well as the 

assistance of those in need in accordance with § 53 Tax Code 

 



 
 

 

 

Contact persons: 

Uwe Koos, Chairman of the Foundation's Board, email: u.koos@sto-stiftung.de 

Till Stahlbusch, Treasurer and Member of the Foundation's Board, email: 

ti.stahlbusch@sto.com 


